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THE DINOSAUR HIGHWAY
By Dave Gibson

     Long before frustrated commuters poked along through highway 
projects like T-Rex, a tyrannosaurus of a different kind was known to 
inconvenience a traveler or two.
     About 100 million years ago, during the Cretaceous Age of the Meso-
zoic Era, (the age of the dinosaurs), the oceans rose creating an inland 
seaway stretching from the Artic Ocean to the Gulf of Mexico. While 
expansively covering approximately one-third of North America, its 
depths reached only a few hundred feet. Where the present-day Rocky 
Mountains meet the High Plains, from Boulder to New Mexico existed 
a shallow swampy coastline. The climate was not unlike that of today’s 
southern Florida, typified by mangroves and flowering plants. A “dino-
saur highway” along this corridor of the Front Range reveals its fossil 
and trace fossil records in abundant detail.
     A hogback formation known as Dinosaur Ridge outside Morrison, 
CO boasts fine examples of dinosaur tracks. Embedded in Dakota Sand-
stone, 78 individual track-ways formed when their impressions in the 
sea bottom were covered with sediment and, over time, compressed 
into rock. Erosion and fastidious blasting have exposed the tracks once 
again. The 40-degree slope at the main track site was created by moun-
tain building processes 65 to 70 million years ago (when the Rockies 
came into existence) – long after the 100 million years ago that the 
tracks were laid down in this strata. 
     Some of the footprints are that of a bird-like carnivorous dino-
saur related to ornithomimids. Four-legged, they weighed 200 pounds, 
were solitary, and walked upright, perhaps covering 5 miles per hour. 
Most of the track-ways are of herbivorous, quadrupedal, iguanodonal-
like dinosaurs. At up to 30 ft. long, they ambled at a more leisurely 2 

miles per hour and were gregar-
ious, traveling in herds. Smaller 
iguanodontids kept together, 
as did elder ones, often moving 
perpendicular to their juniors. 
The hundreds of miles of fos-
sil evidence along the Dakota 
group also point towards it be-
ing a possible migration route.
     Next time you’re stuck in 
I-25 traffic, to put things into 
perspective, think of it this 
way; traveling back in time at 
60 m.p.h. with each mile repre-
senting one year, you could be 
walking with the dinosaurs of 
Dinosaur Ridge in 200 years. Of 
course you wouldn’t be long of 
this earth as something would 
shortly make a meal of you, but 
at least some solace could be 
reached in the realization that 
there are no construction zones 
on the “dinosaur highway.”

     For more information contact: Dinosaur Ridge, 16831 Alameda 
Pkwy, Morrison, CO 80465. Ph. (303) 697-3466 or www.dinoridge.org. 
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